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curving footpaths, scattering the Sunday nursemaids in a
gay charge, we had scarcely a scream left. For we were past
surprises now; and it seemed only fitting that unlikely
quadrupeds with pink, transparent ears should hop un-
gracefully out of our way, whilst our career was watched
suspiciously from an adjacent building by something that
appeared to be a coloured fire-brigade escaped from some
forgotten comic film. Were we not in Rio, where anything
might happen ?
This stunned and happy temper, when the mind refuses
to be shocked by anything, is the mood induced by the first
impact of the city. For there is no reason in the world why
any portent which the mind can frame (as well as several
of which it had not previously known itself to be capable)
should not appear on that stupendous scene. A dinosaur
might shuffle through the deep greenery of Tijuca and cause
no surprise; a flight of pterodactyls circling the Sugarloaf
would be quite in place. The silence of a mere beside the
road may be broken at any moment by a rising alligator;
and alligators might diversify the rich facade of any Rio
building without attracting much attention on those crowded
pediments. For architecture has been nicely sensitive to
the prevailing oddity ; and the Brazilian fancy plays with
the solemn problems of construction like a kitten with, a
ball of wool. Kittenish, indeed, the slogan which it
brandishes in letters ten feet high at departing steamers,
where a lonely skyscraper reprovingly remarks like some
arch New England aunt, {<A Noite"
The lettering blurs slowly, as the ship moves away ; and
the repulsive skyscraper fades mercifully into the shifting
background. As the city drops back into the distance, the
mad profusion of its mountains riots along the sky once
more. The bulbous islands in the bay slide into place and
drop ungraceful curtseys, as the ship begins to lift a little
to the swell But the sea seems a more stable element than
those insanely tilted mountains; and one, the maddest of
them all, stands at the water's edge to wave its lunatic

